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Background
In 1989, the Governors of the Great Lakes states created the Protection Fund to help them protect and
restore their shared natural resources. The Fund is the first private endowment created to benefit a
specific ecosystem. It is designed to support the creative work of collaborative teams that test new ideas,
take risks, and share what they have learned. It is a source of financial support for groups that value
innovation and entrepreneurship, focus on tangible benefits for the Great Lakes ecosystem, and learn by
doing. Seven Great Lakes states contributed $81 million to the Fund’s permanent endowment.
The Fund does three things. First, it invests the endowment to produce income. This income supports
regional projects, member states’ individual Great Lakes priorities and operations. Second, it designs and
finances regional projects. These projects identify, demonstrate, and promote regional action to enhance
the health of the Great Lakes ecosystem. Third, it monitors those regional projects to ensure that they are
successful, modified when necessary, or terminated if they are not creating value for the ecosystem.
From its inception through December 2011, the Fund has made a total of 241 grants and program-related
investments, representing a $62.6 million commitment to protecting and restoring the ecological health of
the Great Lakes ecosystem. Additionally, the Fund has paid $42.9 million directly to its seven member
states to support their Great Lakes priorities. Over the course of the past 22 years, the Great Lakes
ecosystem has benefited from the States’ initial investment of $81 million with an overall commitment of
$105.5 million to date.
Activities During 2011
In the past year, the Fund generated over $2.8 million in investment income from the endowment. The
Fund returned over $450,000 to its member states to support their Great Lakes priorities. The Fund paid
$2.5 million to support regional projects. Audited financial statements can be found in Appendix 1.
The Fund entered 2011 with 20 active projects focused on efforts to prevent biological pollution, restore
natural flow regimes, engage market forces, and provide leadership for ecosystem restoration in the
Great Lakes Basin. These projects represented an investment by the Fund of $9.9 million.
During 2011, the Fund developed and supported four new projects, maintaining the portfolio of active,
supported work at over $12.5 million. These projects support the Governors’ non-regulatory water
conservation and efficiency efforts under the Great Lakes–St. Lawrence River Basin Sustainable Water
Resources Compact. The new projects for 2011 include an effort to develop new scientific methods to
estimate the risk of establishment of aquatic invasive species. Another team will design and test different
transaction frameworks that will tie resources and funding flows to water stewardship outcomes. These
projects will help to achieve the Governors’ objective of adopting sustainable use practices that protect
the Great Lakes water resources and stopping the introduction and spread of non-native aquatic invasive
species. The complete portfolio of supported work, including new projects awarded in 2011, can be found
in Appendix 2.
Evaluation of the Corporation’s Performance
The Fund accomplished its objectives in 2011. Regional projects were designed and funded to address
key gubernatorial priorities—especially the sustainable use of Great Lakes water and stopping invasive
species. Ongoing regional efforts were monitored, adjusted when required, and closed out when
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appropriate. Despite difficult economic conditions, significant funds were paid directly to the member
states to support their individual priorities.
Emerging Trends and Future Needs
The Governors have identified their priorities for Great Lakes Basin ecosystem protection and restoration.
The Fund will continue its multi-year research agenda in support of these priorities. In the near term, the
Fund is likely to focus on continued development of significant, new technological tools to help protect
and restore the resources of the Great Lakes. These include tools that address the global emphasis on
water risk and security including opportunities to design, test and monitor response actions as well as
addressing solutions to the proliferation of genetically modified organisms.
Actions Taken by the Directors in Response to Public Comments
The Directors have sought, but not received, public comments on this report.
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Members of the Corporation in 2011
Governor of Illinois
Pat Quinn

Governor of Michigan
Rick Snyder

Governor of Minnesota
Mark Dayton

Governor of New York
Andrew Cuomo

Governor of Ohio
John Kasich

Governor of Pennsylvania
Tom Corbett

Governor of Wisconsin
Scott Walker
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Board of Directors in 2011
Todd Ambs (Madison, WI)
Bruce Baker (Madison, WI)
Richard Baird (Bath, MI)
Lori Boughton (Meadville, PA)
Kathleen Brown (Chicago, IL)
Jason Culotta (Madison, WI)
Ken DeBeaussaert (Lansing, MI)
Matthew Driscoll (Syracuse, NY)
Frederick Dudderar (Duluth, MN)
Michael Elmendorf (Albany, NY)
Alan Fish (Madison, WI)
Caren Glotfelty (Pittsburgh, PA)
Edwin Hammett (Toledo, OH)
Scott Harrison (Lutsen, MN)
Kenneth Johnson (Madison, WI)
Jack Kilroy (Avon, OH)
Jeffrey Logan (Mechanicsburg, PA)
Richard Meeusen (Pewaukee, WI)
Craig Shaver (Minneapolis, MN)
Debra Shore (Chicago, IL)
Maureen Smyth (Flint, MI)
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Great Lakes Protection Fund Staff
Shannon Donley – Associate Program Officer
Amy Elledge – Communications Administrator
Robert Eder – Director, Finance and Administration
Mariela Lawrence – Office Administrator
Janis Post – Office Manager
David Rankin – Program Director
Russell Van Herik – Executive Director
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Appendix 1
2011 Audited Financial Statements
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Appendix 2
Portfolio of Projects as of December, 2011
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Portfolio of Projects as of December, 2011
Preventing Biological Pollution
Characterizing the Risk-Release Relationship for Aquatic Invasive Species in the Great Lakes
($1,027,000)
Awarded in 2011, this project will develop new scientific methods to estimate the risk of establishment of
aquatic invasive species (AIS). The team will determine how the invasion risks vary with the numbers of
invasive organisms released into the environment. The project responds directly to a key research need
identified by the National Academies of Sciences (NAS), and includes many of the members of that panel
on the project team.
The team will convene a panel of international experts on invasion biology to provide advice and peer
review throughout the project's duration. With the expert panel, the team will detail experimental designs,
analytic protocols, and statistical data treatments for two types of assessments: lab assays and field
surveys. The lab assays will use large-scale mesocosms designed to estimate how many invaders are
needed to successfully establish a permanent population. The field surveys will complement the lab work
by sampling the biota in the ports following ship discharges. They will analyze the variability in the
sampling and analytic methods; develop models that link the discharge concentrations to establishment in
harbors; and develop a database of species present in ship discharges to Great Lakes harbors.
Northeast-Midwest Institute
Contact: Allegra Cangelosi | 202-464-4014 | acangelo@nemw.org

Developing and Applying a Portable Real-Time Genetic Probe for Detecting Aquatic Invasive
Species in Ships’ Ballast ($805,000)
The Great Lakes will have a new line of defense against the “next set” of invasive species, when a new
detection technology is unveiled by a team of researchers from the University of Notre Dame. This team
will work with experts in invasive species biology, nanotechnology and molecular ecology, as well as
Canadian and U.S. agencies to:
•

Build five species-specific molecular probes—four for potentially invasive species (Chinese mitten
crab, killer shrimp, golden mussel and predatory water flea) and one to detect zebra mussels

•

Develop a ship-scale, laboratory independent detection platform for onboard or in port

•

Establish a network to communicate the technology’s progress and application

If successful, decision-makers will be able to know the invasive species threat posed by a particular
vessel within two hours of taking a ballast water sample.
University of Notre Dame
Contact: David Lodge | 574-631-6094 | lodge.1@nd.edu
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Eco
-Separation of the Chicago Area Waterway System to Prevent Invasion of Asian Carp and
Other Species ($193,000)
This team has convened stakeholders, recruited technical experts, and assembled a project team to
evaluate different plans to physically separate the Great Lakes from the Mississippi River via the Chicago
Area Waterway System (CAWS). This work is prompted by the history of invasive species moving
between the watersheds, as well as the presence of two species of Asian carp in the upper reaches of the
Illinois River and perhaps in the CAWS. This is the first step in a larger collaborative effort to engage the
entire region in developing solutions that promote economic development, recreational uses and the
biological security of the Lakes. The Fund’s early support allowed the team to secure more than $1.7
million for the project’s second phase.
Great Lakes Commission
Contact: Tim Eder | 734-971-9135 | teder@glc.org

Risk Assessment and Management of Great Lakes Species ($1,090,000)
A risk assessment protocol created by this project team will speed up efforts to eliminate new
introductions of invasive species into the Great Lakes. It will also help to stop the further spread of
invasive, non-native species from the Great Lakes to other waters in North America. Work goals include:
•

providing a sound scientific basis for assessing the relative invasion risk of vessels entering the
Great Lakes, based on ports they have previously visited

•

accelerating the creation of rapid genetic tests to identify ballast tank content

•

identifying the best places and strategies to stop the spread of invasive species by recreational
boaters

University of Notre Dame
Contact: David Lodge | 574-631-6094 | lodge.1@nd.edu

Ship-Mediated Harmful Microbes: Protecting the Great Lakes Ecosystem ($1,029,000)
“Microbial stowaways” on Great Lakes ships will be the target of this project, which will:
•

Develop, test, and make widely available a set of new research techniques for microorganisms
that threaten human health, wildlife health, or are otherwise ecologically or economically
important

•

Inventory the bacteriological content of ships’ ballast water; and develop an institutional blueprint
for monitoring microbes in the Great Lakes Basin
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In parallel, and without Fund support, the Great Ships Initiative will start to test disinfection methods to
create a “rapid treatment response” capacity to prevent ships operating in the Lakes from releasing
harmful microbes. All of these actions will improve the ability of the Great Lakes region to identify and
respond to threats posed by such stowaways on vessels or in basin ports.
Northeast-Midwest Institute
Contact: Allegra Cangelosi | 202-464-4014 | acangelo@nemw.org
Leadership for Ecosystem Restoration
A Phosphorus Soil Test Metric for Reducing Dissolved Phosphorus Loads ($947,000)
The objectives of this project are to:
•

Develop a surficial phosphorous (SurP) soil test to measure the level of phosphorous currently
available in the soil

•

With certified crop advisors, the fertilizer community and local farmers, create management
options for taking action based on detected phosphorous levels

•

Measure phosphorous inputs to tributaries in Ohio, and share the results and lessons learned
with groups in Saginaw Bay, MI; Green Bay, WI; and Ontario

•

Develop a SurP metric that describes the level of reactive phosphorous in the soil and the
likelihood of increased phosphorous loads into nearby tributaries (this should motivate changes
that lead to ecosystem improvements in the Lakes)

The talents of all members of the agricultural supply chain will be tapped to accomplish a significant goal:
a fifty percent reduction of dissolved, reactive phosphorous in the Ohio Lake Erie Basin within the next ten
years. The team will also deliver the tools needed to achieve similar results in Saginaw Bay, Green Bay
and Ontario. The successful reduction of phosphorous levels will drive down eutrophication in Lake Erie,
reduce the outbreak of harmful algal blooms, and improve aquatic health.
Heidelberg College
Contact: David Baker | 419-448-2941 | dbaker@heidelberg.edu

Compact Council Support; Non-regulatory Operations ($311,802)
This grant allows the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Council (Compact Council)
and the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Water Resources Regional Body (Regional Body) to convene
and undertake non-regulatory activities. In addition, the states and provinces, with the assistance of the
Council of Great Lakes Governors, Inc., will develop a funding plan that will allow the Compact Council
and Regional Body to support its own operations, without the continued financial support of outside
sources.
Council of Great Lakes Governors
Contact: David Naftzger | 312-407-0177 | dnaftzger@cglg.org
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Economic and Environmental Benefits of Industrial Water Use Efficiency ($324,000)
This team will design a basin-wide industrial water conservation assistance program. They will conduct
conservation and ecological improvement opportunity assessments at three industrial facilities that use
public water supply and wastewater treatment services; explore how financial, technical, and other
resources can overcome common barriers to conservation; and then create a menu of program offerings
and develop a plan to deliver those services. The program could reduce the use and release of chemicals
used to treat water and wastewater, air emissions associated with pumping water and wastewater and
flow disruptions associated with water withdrawals and returns flows.
Alliance for Water Efficiency
Contact: Mary Ann Dickinson | 773-360-5100 | maryann@a4we.org

Great Lakes River Mouths and the Region’s Economic and Environmental Future ($65,000)
Awarded in 2011, this is a 9-month planning grant that will seek to develop a project that creates a new
regional approach to Great Lakes river mouth redevelopment founded on restoring hydrological and
ecological services, creating sustainable economic activity, and managing Great Lakes river mouths as a
network. The team will document how the river mouths are currently being used and explore how they
may be used sustainably in the future. Specifically, the team will look at: 1) critical hydrological and
ecological services provided by Great Lakes river mouths and the importance of each; 2) social drivers
governing Great Lakes river mouth development; 3) key current economic and transportation uses of
Great Lakes river mouths and likely future trends; 4) current development patterns and compatibility with
ecological and hydrological services; and 5) examples of sustainable individual and network river mouth
development found within and outside the region.
Northeast-Midwest Institute
Contact: Allegra Cangelosi | 202-464-4014 | acangelo@nemw.org

Great Lakes Watershed Ecological Sustainability Strategy ($125,000)
This team will produce an effective and scientifically sound plan for ecological sustainability in Great
Lakes watersheds. The team will create and demonstrate a Watershed Ecological Sustainability Strategy
for the Great Lakes Basin (WESS), including:
•

Water conservation actions like leakage control, water re-use and demand reduction

•

Improved water quality through better agricultural management and waste treatment

The team will design an effort to pilot the strategy to two pilot watersheds—one agricultural, one urban. In
workshops and on a website, the team hopes to effectively demonstrate the feasibility and utility of the
WESS for restoring and sustaining the health of watersheds throughout the basin.
Limno-Tech, Inc.
Contact: Joseph DePinto | 734-332-1200 | jdepinto@limno.com
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Implementing Real-Time Resource Use Feedback to Motivate and Empower Conservation
($812,000)
Water and electricity users will experience a new and immediate connection to the consequences of their
actions, as a result of this project which seeks to change individual activity through social accountability.
The project team seeks to “engage, educate, motivate and empower” resource consumers to change their
behavior in 138 residential and commercial spaces on or near the Oberlin College campus.
The team will develop, deploy and evaluate a monitoring system that provides users real-time feedback
on the amount of water and electricity they use, as well as direct consequences of that use. They propose
that this will reduce residential power and water use, and in turn, reduce air emissions and restore stream
flows in the Plum Creek watershed, which runs through Oberlin and is part of the Black River watershed
that drains into Lake Eerie.
The team will install displays in student dormitories, apartment buildings, and mixed-use housing that
show what is being consumed, how much it costs, and what the effect is upon air and water resources.
They will also build an automated monitoring network that will assess changes in flow due to water
withdrawals and discharges, as well as air quality and power sold. The team expects to provide
information at the residence, neighborhood, city and watershed scales.
Oberlin College
Contact: John Petersen | 440-775-6692 | john.petersen@oberlin.edu

Integrating Energy and Water Resources Decision Making ($207,000)
The Great Lakes Commission will design a project to incorporate ecological factors into the planning,
siting, and operation of new power production facilities, to limit negative impacts on aquatic habitats and
resources. The project team will do this through modeling and macro-level analysis, seeking the
assistance of energy and environment decision makers. A future pilot project will seek to apply the
regional and sub-regional results of this project to future energy production practices and decisions. Longterm ecological outcomes could include:
•

Protection of aquatic habitats from the impacts of power generation technologies

•

Reductions in water use from power production sectors

•

Environmental benefits resulting from such reductions

Great Lakes Commission
Contact: Victoria Pebbles | 734-971-9135 | vpebbles@glc.org
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Launching GLIN Labs ($81,000)
This project will begin the redesign of the Great Lakes Information Network (GLIN), a creation ultimately
intended to lead to positive results for the Great Lakes such as decreased invasions of exotic species,
less harmful runoff from farms and cities, and reduced air and water pollution. The team will begin this
effort by launching an innovation platform called “GLIN Labs” that will:
•

Create new software

•

Help users create new information products

•

Host a small set of strategy experiments for what GLIN should become

The project team will upgrade how the network’s data is made available and coordinate a series of design
and piloting workshops to explore the potential capabilities of a re-energized GLIN. The team will update
its strategic and operating plans for GLIN to incorporate what has been learned in this work and pursue
next steps in a future proposal.
Great Lakes Commission
Contact: Tim Eder | 734-971-9135 | teder@glc.org

Networked-Neighborhoods for Eco-conservation ($481,000)
A team led by Michigan State University will encourage Great Lakes communities to conserve water,
manage runoff and adopt various watershed improvement activities in this project. The project team will
introduce environmental improvement activities and then test a way to “network” individual activities on a
neighborhood level in order to achieve results at local and regional scales.
First, they will develop informational guides on positive items such as rain barrel installation, water use
timing, rain gardens, and permeable pavements and landscaping. Next, they will distribute the information
and lead the positive actions with neighborhood groups in Grand Rapids, MI, Toledo, OH, Racine, WI and
an 8-county region in west Michigan.
In addition to this, individual participants will be socially motivated toward action by monitoring and
comparing their own and their neighbors’ actions via the Internet. Modeling will help neighborhoods
identify where practices could be most effective by displaying results on local watershed or neighborhood
websites.
Michigan State University
Contact: Jon Bartholic | 517-353-3742 | bartholi@msu.edu

Redeveloping Vacant Land as Green Infrastructure in Great Lakes Cities ($167,000)
This team will test the extent that green infrastructure in urban centers can increase ecological functions
and highlight existing efforts to implement green infrastructure in the Great Lakes region and beyond.
Green infrastructure could improve water quality by reducing flows of untreated wastewater that impact
the Great Lakes each year through storm events. To do this, the team will investigate the environmental,
Great Lakes Protection Fund
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economic, and social value of reusing vacant lands as green infrastructure in major Great Lakes cities.
Leaders from across the Great Lakes will be recruited during this 12-month planning and convening
period to explore this topic. The team will develop four to six large-scale demonstration projects and will
work in the following cities: Duluth, MN; Flint and Detroit, MI; Chicago, IL; Milwaukee, WI; Gary, IN;
Cleveland and Toledo, OH; Buffalo and Rochester, NY; Erie, PA; and Windsor, Toronto, and Hamilton,
ON.
Cleveland Botanical Garden
Contact: Geri Unger | 216-707-2817 | gunger@cbgarden.org

Water Management Program Efficiency and Effectiveness Initiative ($200,000)
The Council of Great Lakes Governors will offer broad support to the non-regulatory work of the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Council (Compact Council) and the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River Water Resources Regional Body (Regional Body). Project work will include a variety of
planning and management elements in support of the Compact Council and the Regional Body. This
ongoing work will continue to develop the region’s water management regime and lay the foundation for
longer-term institutional and programmatic arrangements. Results will include information, analysis and
options needed for the Regional Body and Compact Council to decide how to effectively tackle future
work related to the sustainable use and management of Great Lakes water.
Council of Great Lakes Governors
Contact: David Naftzger | 312-407-0177 | dnaftzger@cglg.org

Market Mechanisms
Market Based Approaches to Green Infrastructure to Restore Hydrologic Function ($692,000)
Awarded in 2011, the goal is to develop a method to access new capital for sustainable stormwater
solutions. The team will evaluate the types of financial transactions possible, and will set up models for
financial transactions between an investor who builds green infrastructure and a buyer who requires the
stormwater benefits. The team will develop an innovative on-line financial trading platform that will
establish the means of transfer and payment structure, and which will allow the sellers and buyers to
assess the value of the green infrastructure and the environmental benefits is provides.
The team will prepare training materials that will describe the transactions, the process for developing
them, and will contain a blueprint for a market-based system. The team will also hold a workshop where
regulators, investors, sellers and buyers will be instructed in the elements of the trading program.
Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc.
Contact: Jeffrey Edstrom | 312-421-0444 | jedstrom@ectinc.com
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Transforming our Approach to Generate Conservation Benefits from Agriculture ($622,000)
This team hopes to displace the low-margin fertilizer sales business with advisory services. The team will
offer performance guarantees for farmers, and it will connect suppliers and advisors to federal subsidies
that make offering these technical services attractive as a line of business. The team’s work will focus in
areas where farmers have yet to implement complete conservation practices on their fields. In this pilot
phase, the team is working with farmers to reduce annual field contributions of phosphorus by over
17,000 pounds, nitrogen by over 67,000 pounds, and sediment by over 4,000 tons in two pilot areas. The
team will also apply these lessons to other watersheds in New York, Michigan and/or Wisconsin’s Great
Lakes basin.
The IPM Institute of North America, Inc.
Contact: Thomas Green | 608-232-1410 | ipmworks@ipminstitute.org

Value of Great Lakes Water Initiative ($167,000)
The team will explore cost drivers and revenue models for water utilities, identify areas where water
conservation can make a critical difference in ecological and public health, and design one or more pilot
projects to explore the role of pricing in meeting these outcomes.
This project will assess:
•

The potential use of efficiency-oriented pricing for Great Lakes water resources

•

How pricing could be combined with other conservation practices

•

How pricing can relate to regional water management issues including the availability of water for
use, and impacts on the Great Lakes ecosystem

Great Lakes Commission
Contact: Tom Crane | 734-971-9135 | tcrane@glc.org

Watershed Ecological Sustainability Strategy – Transactions for Agricultural Ecosystem Services
($940,000)
Awarded in 2011, the team will design and test different transaction frameworks that will tie resources and
funding flows to water stewardship outcomes. Specifically the team will: 1) design and test new ways to
reduce drainage assessments for those farmers keeping soil and nutrients out of the drainage network; 2)
explore and test new certification schemes for farmers and/or their products to attract new payments for
ecosystem services; and 3) test how watershed-based performance incentives can be added to
Michigan's MAEAP program. The team will demonstrate how these different transactions can reward
farmers by linking farmer payments to ecosystem improvements.
The team will build on existing water quality models (developed by team members with support from the
NRCS, USACE and others) that will allow the team to predict impacts in a watershed based on actions on
the land. The product from this work will be a prototype, low-cost, web-based tool that will identify the best
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type, placement and number of stewardship practices to meet desired ecological outcomes, and methods
that link payments to those outcomes.
The Nature Conservancy
Contact: Dennis McGrath | 517-316-2251 | dmcgrath@tnc.org
Natural Flow Regimes
Optimizing Industry Water Use – Phase II ($256,000)
The team will explore a suite of different water footprinting methods. It will determine how well these tools
characterize industrial water use and identify water conservation strategies in industrial processes and
modify them to work in a water-rich region. The team will also test the strength of these tools in detecting
ecosystem impacts in a water-rich area such as the Great Lakes and determine whether they can be
modified for applicability in the Great Lakes. If successful, this work will provide new tools that will
advance the sustainability of the basin’s water resources and reduce ecosystem impacts.
Council of Great Lakes Industries
Contact: George Kuper | 734-663-1944 | ghk@cgli.org

Piloting a Paradigm for Adaptive Management of Great Lakes Watersheds (946)
This team will create, test, refine and deploy a new set of analytic tools to explore the many uses of the
basin’s waters. The team will also identify where, when, and by what degree water uses impact ecological
health, and it will identify the economic value created by such uses. The team will develop quantitative
relationships between use, impact and economic value in three “trial” watersheds, vet analyses in
workshops with water users and regulators, create a set of tools for those audiences and prepare a
strategy to further refine their approach. This work takes advantage of information developed in a large
National Science Foundation-supported project that is assessing the economic value of Great Lakes
water. It provides the best chance to link that effort to the state and provincial initiatives driven by the
Great Lakes Water Resources Compact and companion Regional Agreement, especially assessments of
cumulative impacts and revisions to the Decision standard to be undertaken in 2013.
Michigan Technological University $400,000
Contact: Alex Mayer | 906-487-3372 | asmayer@mtu.edu

Real-Time System Optimization for Sustainable Water Transmission and Distribution ($1,480,000)
To minimize air emissions created by water supply systems, this project seeks to optimize water
movements within the supply, collection and treatment system. This effort could also reduce water
withdrawals, effluent discharges and impacts of overflows that cause unintentional releases.
Proposed in-system storage capacity will allow the utility to alter the timing and magnitude of water
withdrawals, shifting the system pumps’ demand for electricity away from peak times when the power
system requires the use of high-emission generating sources.
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The team will also install pump monitors and flow meters for real-time information on the hydraulic
characteristics of the system. New software will use this information to optimize the use of pumps and
track the resulting changes in power demand, energy costs, withdrawal timing, storm-holding capacity
and other measures. Software and training will be made available to water utilities at no charge.
Wayne State University
Contact: Carol Miller | 313-577-3790 | cmiller@eng.wayne.edu

Water Use Impacts and Conservation Benefits ($171,000)
This project will address the negative effects of changing the Great Lakes hydrologic systems. The team
expects this effort to result in better understanding of the benefits of water conservation and how they can
be characterized, captured, and/or monetized. The project will be completed in three steps:
•

Examining the environmental, economic and energy impacts of altering flow paths of water based
on source and discharge

•

Identifying pilot areas where activities and carbon offsets can be demonstrated and measured

•

Developing a work plan to measure environmental impacts as well as addressing the potential for
trading water conservation-based carbon credits

Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc
Contact: Jeffrey Edstrom | 312-421-0444 | jedstrom@ectinc.com
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The Fund’s mission is to identify, demonstrate, and
promote regional action to enhance the health of the
Great Lakes Ecosystem.
1560 Sherman Avenue
Suite 880
Evanston, Illinois 60201
T 847-425-8150

To start a conversation, discuss a project idea,
or inquire about our proposal process, email at:
startaconversation@glpf.org

F 847-424-9832

glpf.org

